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When would you need to consider humidifier hire?

A humidifier is a household appliance used to increase the moisture in the air of a single room or in
the entire house. There are several types of humidifiers available for humidifier hire. You can hire
point-of-use humidifiers which are commonly used to humidify a single room or whole-house or
furnace humidifiers which connect to a home's HVAC system to provide humidity to the entire
house. Humidifier hire works by the use of an internal wick which acts as a filter absorbing water
from the reservoir and then providing a larger surface area for it to evaporate from. There is a fan
that is adjacent to the wick and blows air onto the wick to aid in the evaporation of the water. The
evaporation from the wick  depends on relative humidity. If a room has low humidity, it will have a
higher evaporation rate compared to a room with high humidity. Therefore the nest type of
humidifier hire is one that is self-regulating.

How does humidifier hire improve the quality of air in your home?

Humidifier hire increases the quality of air in your room  because when humidity of the room
increases, the water vapour output naturally decreases. The indoor air quality of a room is greatly
influenced by the roomâ€™s temperature and its relative humidity of the air. The optimum humidity in a
room is somewhere between 45 to 55%. This is considered ideal as it is healthiest and the most
pleasant. You do not want a room feeling too humid or damp and likewise if air is too dry, that can
cause discomfort as well. In the winter, central heating and cold air combine forces to reduce indoor
humidity levels to below 25% making the rooms you live in incredibly dry. This is where humidifier
hire comes in especially handy during the winter months.

Where is a great place to go for high quality humidifier hire?

If you would like to optimise the quality of air in your home, go online today to www.cas-hire.co.uk.
There you will find all types of dehumidifiers and humidifier hire to keep the quality of air in your
home at is best levels for comfortable living. Their reliable humidifiers are reasonably priced if
looking for humidifier hire.
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Julia Roger - About Author:
At cas-hire.co.uk we are renowned for our highly desirable a humidifier hire and we remain
dedicated and professional at all times. Our a portable air conditioning units are of a superlative
calibre! Visit us today!
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